Directed Forgetting in Associative Memory: Dissociating Item and Associative Impairment
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We report three item-method directed forgetting (DF) studies to evaluate whether DF impairs primarily item memory, or whether it also impairs associative memory. The current studies used a modified associative recognition paradigm that allowed disentangling item impairment from associative impairment in DF. Participants studied scene-object pairings, followed by DF cues (item-method), and at test were presented with a previously studied scene along with three objects, one of which was studied with that scene (target), whereas the remaining two objects were studied with different scenes (lures). Experiment 1 used an associative encoding orienting task, and DF impairment was observed only when the target objects were paired with the lure within the test display; however, DF was eliminated when the target objects were paired with the lure, possibly due to a recall-to-reject strategy. Experiment 2 used an object-focused orienting task that downplayed the encoding of associative information. The results revealed the opposite of Experiment 1, with significant DF when the target objects were paired with the lure, and no DF when the lure and the target came from the same scene and memory instruction. Experiment 3 used the same orienting task as Experiment 1, but tested using a sequential procedure, where item recognition was assessed first, followed by associative recognition test. Conditionalization associative recognition on item recognition outcomes confirmed that DF impairment of associative memory can be obtained despite retained memory for for-get objects. Overall, the results provide strong support for the impairment of associative memory by DF.
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Directed Forgetting of Associative Information

To most people, remembering is a successful outcome of memory, whereas forgetting is a failure of memory, or a nuisance that needs to be avoided. Contrary to lay beliefs, however, forgetting has been shown to serve a positive function, something that benefits rather than hinders the learning process (Bjork, 2011). It is not always necessary to retain all information, and sometimes we need to let go of information that may be outdated, wrong, or painful to remember. For example, hotel room numbers are likely to be forgotten once we check out, and old e-mail passwords are likely to be forgotten when they are updated, potentially improving memory by offloading of irrelevant information. Finally, we may feel a need to downregulate emotionally painful or traumatic memories. These examples illustrate that sometimes we implicitly or explicitly evoke a need to forget certain information. In the laboratory, control over forgetting has been studied using the think/no-think paradigm (Anderson & Green, 2001) or the directed forgetting (DF) paradigm (Bjork et al., 1968). The current study uses the DF paradigm, and it investigates whether DF impairs information that accompanies the event one is trying to forget, such as contextual or associative information.

The DF paradigm has item-method and list-method variants. In both procedures, participants are presented with items to learn, some of which are subsequently cued to be remembered (R-cued) or to be forgotten (F-cued). Participants are told that R-cued items will appear on a subsequent memory test, so they should keep them in mind, whereas F-cued items will not be tested, and participants should attempt to forget them. In the list-method, an entire list is presented before a remember or a forget instruction is given, whereas in the item-method, the forget or remember instruction is given on an item-by-item basis. Our investigation used an item-method DF procedure, and therefore we limit the discussion to item-method studies. When all items are tested regardless of the memory instruction, the typical finding is impaired memory for F-cued items compared with R-cued items, known as the DF effect. The mechanisms producing item-method DF impairment involve selective rehearsal of R-cued items (Basden et al., 1993; Bjork, 1970; MacLeod, 1999) and/or the inhibition of F-cued items (Fawcett & Taylor, 2008, 2010; Hourihan & Taylor, 2006; Lin et al., 2013; Wylie et al., 2008).
Associative Processes in Directed Forgetting

Typically, item-method DF research has focused on memory impairment of individual items, and less attention has been devoted to how DF impacts associative information that accompanies individual items. **Associative information** broadly refers to knowledge of the relationships and co-occurrences between components of an event, also known as relational memory (Cohen et al., 1997; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2001). Throughout the article, the terms relational and associative memory are used interchangeably. Critically, associative information concerns associations that are arbitrary or incidental to each episodic event. Examples of arbitrary, episode-specific relationships include the mapping of names to faces, or how items relate to each other in space (spatial arrangement) or in time (temporal order). Common operationalizations of associative information in experiments include presentation of word pairs, or other items in contexts (e.g., an image of a scene with an object superimposed on it). The current investigation is aimed at better understanding whether an instruction to forget primarily impairs item information, or whether it also impairs associative information.

The effect of DF on associative information in item-method DF has been indirectly examined via manipulating the context cues provided during the tests, and the results were mixed. It is well known that memory for items improves when study context is reinstated during test, known as the context reinstatement effect (Godden & Baddeley, 1975; Smith et al., 1978). For example, Hourihan et al. (2007) tested for recognition of R-cued and F-cued words presented in screen locations that were either the same or different from the studied location between encoding and test. They found F-cued words with reinstated screen locations benefited more than F-cued words without the reinstated screen location, whereas the same was not true of the R-cued words, implicating differential role of context impairment as a result of DF instructions. In another study, Burgess et al. (2017) used trial-unique scene images as the context cue for F-cued and R-cued words, and found that providing the original background scenes for the words during the test benefited memory for F-cued and R-cued words equally. Importantly, these studies used context cueing to infer how the magnitude of DF is affected by context reinstatement; however, they do not directly assess how DF affects associative/contextual information, as the test involved item, not associative, recognition.

Direct tests of associative information tend to focus on the use of associative recognition tests, where pairs of items are presented at study, and the test requires discriminating pairs that were presented together (intact, e.g., chair-tree, cat-water) from pairs that are a recombination of studied items (rearranged, e.g., chair-water). Participant’s task consists of endorsing intact pairs as “old” (i.e., hits) and endorsing rearranged pairs as “new” (i.e., correct rejections; failure to endorse rearranged pairs as “new” constitutes a false alarm). Because all constituent items in test trials are equally familiar, in order to correctly endorse rearranged pairs as new, participants must have specific information for which items co-occurred (i.e., associative information). One of the ways that rearranged pairs can be correctly endorsed as new is by using a recall-to-reject strategy (Clark & Gronlund, 1996; Clark & Shiffrin, 1992; Humphreys, 1978). This strategy consists of using one of the items in a test pair (e.g., chair) and recalling its associated item (e.g., tree) and then using the memory of this original pairing (e.g., chair-tree) to reject the rearranged test pair as old (e.g., chair-water).

To date, only a handful of studies have examined how item-method DF affects associative information using associative recognition tests. In these studies, participants were asked to discriminate between intact and rearranged word pairs (Bancroft et al., 2013; Hockley et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). For example, Hockley et al. (2016) found lower recognition accuracy on intact F pairs compared with intact R pairs, indicating a DF effect in associative recognition. Although impaired recognition of intact pairs is consistent with the notion that DF impaired the associative information between the words, such outcome could also arise from impaired recognition of the items comprising the word pair. Impaired recognition of individual items is well-established in item-method DF (e.g., Baden et al., 1993; MacLeod, 1999), and if participants have impaired memory for the constituents of the pair as a result of the forget instruction, they should also show impaired recognition of word pairs. Thus, associative recognition performance can suffer simply from a failure to retrieve item information. Overall, impaired accuracy in existing associative recognition studies does not allow disentangling the effect of impaired item memory from the impairment of associative memory, which we intend to address with the current set of studies.

Paradigm for Assessing Associative Processes

The paradigm used by the current studies involves identifying the elements of the test display that were related previously during encoding (Hannula et al., 2007), namely the background scene with which the items were studied. Specifically, participants study arbitrary and unique item-scene pairings, and at test they are presented with a previously studied scene along with a three-item display superimposed on that scene. One of the items was studied with that scene during encoding (target), whereas the other two items are lures because they were studied with other scenes. The participants’ task is to indicate which item they remember studying with the scene (target), a judgment that is driven by associative memory1. Because all presented items and scenes have been previously studied (thereby avoiding any confounds of item recognition, as all items in the test display are familiar), in order to correctly select the target, participants must rely on the association between the target item and the scene. Controlling for item strength in this manner allows for more nuanced analysis of associative processes in completion of the task, especially when item strength is deliberately confounded within the test display (we elaborate on this subsequently).

A novel contribution of the current studies is that we modified this associative recognition paradigm to include an item-method DF procedure to allow observing the impact of DF on associative memory, separate from the impairment of item memory. By allowing item strength to be deliberately confounded within the test display, we aimed to disentangle the impact of DF on item memory from associative memory.

---

1 The paradigm is agnostic as to whether the association made between item and its background scene is an item-context or an item-item association.
Current Studies

The details of the paradigm are shown in Figure 1. The test procedure involves an associative recognition test with three alternative choices as described previously. Note that the test presents the intact and rearranged pairs simultaneously within the test display. Therefore, higher accuracy on this task can be accomplished when the associative information between the object-scene pairing can be retrieved. However, high performance could also arise from superior rejection of lures. If participants have difficulty recalling which scene the target object was studied with, but they happen to remember which scenes the lures were studied with and can use this information to reject them, they should end up selecting the target object, which will raise accuracy. Direct retrieval of associative information will be easier if this information is well encoded. Conversely, when associative information is weakly encoded, it will be more difficult to retrieve (either for the target item or for lures). Therefore, weak associative encoding may potentially bias participants to rely more on item strength differences in making their decisions rather than weakly available associative information. To manipulate encoding of associative information, participants in Experiment 1 were instructed to think about how well the object and the scene “go together” (i.e., associative instruction), whereas participants in Experiment 2 were encouraged to think of whether the object can fit inside a shoebox (i.e., item-emphasis instruction). Both experiments were run at the same time as between-subjects conditions but are presented, for the ease of exposition, as separate studies.

Importantly, we manipulated the relative strength of the three objects within the test display to allow dissociating the impact of DF on item information and associative information. For half of the participants, all three test objects were selected either from F-cued trials or from R-cued trials (same lures condition). Thus, in the same lures condition, item and associative strength was held constant in a given test trial, as both target and lures had been given identical memory instructions. For the remaining half of participants, the target object was selected from F-cued trials and two lures were selected from R-trials, or vice versa (switched lures condition). Thus, in the switched lures condition, item and associative strength of target and lures was intentionally confounded in order to bias the selection of the target or the lure. Finally, Experiment 3 involved the Associative instruction during encoding, but the testing involved a sequential assessment of item memory, followed by associative memory. This novel testing procedure allowed conditioning associative recognition on item recognition outcomes.

Experiment 1

In order to assess whether associative information is impaired due to DF instructions, we wanted to ensure that associative information was encoded as strongly as possible. Research shows encoding instructions that encourage learning the associations between items improves performance on associative recognition tests compared with instructions that encourage learning individual item’s features (Dulas & Duarte, 2013; Henson et al., 2000; Hockley & Cristi, 1996). Thus, the purpose of the Associative Instruction was to encourage explicit encoding of associative information.

If DF impairs associative information, we expect F-cued targets to have weaker associative strength than R-cued targets. This would make it more difficult to retrieve the associative information for both F-cued targets and F-cued lures compared with R-cued targets and R-cued lures, therefore making it more difficult overall to recognize which scenes F-cued objects were paired with compared with R-cued objects. Thus, we expect to observe a DF effect in the same lures condition. Note that impaired associative recognition can result from item impairment due to impaired recognition of the object itself, and thus the same lures condition alone is insufficient to conclude that associative information was also impaired by DF. Therefore, the switched lures condition is necessary to separate item impairment from associative impairment due to DF instructions, as predictions from item-only impairment are different from predictions resulting from associative impairment for the switched lures condition, specifically for F-cued trials. Namely, when F-cued targets are paired with R-cued lures in the switched lures condition, the lures will have greater associative strength with their original paired scene than the target. Therefore, if participants are unable to directly retrieve the scene information...
for F-cued targets due to impaired associative strength (or are unable to recognize F-cued targets due to impaired item strength), they could use the scene information of the R-cued lures to reject them. This would result in selecting the F-cued target more often than in the same lures condition. One way this could be accomplished is by using a “recall-to-reject” strategy. Thus, accuracy in the F-cued condition might counterintuitively benefit from having R-cued lures and improve in the switched lures compared with the same lures condition, due to F-cued lures being more difficult to reject than R-cued lures. However, the source of this “benefit” is driven by differential amounts of associative strength between the F-cued objects and R-cued objects. Conversely, when R-cued targets are paired with F-cued lures, the lures will have weaker associative strength (and item strength) than the target, making the lures less likely to be mistakenly selected, and also less likely to be used in engage in recall-to-reject strategy. Because the R-cued target will have stronger associative strength, retrieving scene information for that target should be relatively successful, and therefore the lure manipulation should have a less detrimental impact on the recognition of R-cued targets. Additionally, the F-cued lures in the R-cued condition are also less likely to be selected due to reduced associative strength.

To summarize, the magnitude of the DF effect is expected to be larger in the same lures than in the switched lures condition if F-cued trials improve under the switched lures condition and R-cued trials are relatively unaffected by the lures manipulation. Therefore, the critical manipulation that distinguishes between the effects of DF on item information from associative information comes from the switched lures condition.

Method

Participants and Sample Size

Participants were 108 undergraduate students from the University of Illinois who received course credit for participation. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and complied with American Psychological Association (APA) ethical standards in the treatment of participants. All participants gave informed consent prior to inclusion in the study. They were tested in small groups of no more than four people at a time.

The estimated sample size was based on an a priori analysis (conducted in G*Power package, Faul et al., 2007) for mixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA), aimed at testing an interaction between cue (R vs. F) and lures conditions (same vs. switched). A priori power analysis revealed that 72 participants were needed to detect a small effect size interaction at power equal to .80, with α = .05 (two-tailed). In response to reviewer feedback, we subsequently used multilevel modeling instead of ANOVA. Our sample size as determined by the original unilevel power analysis should be sufficient for detecting such interactions with multilevel modeling given that the latter are more powerful (Brysbat & Stevens, 2018).

Design

Lures (same vs. switched) condition was manipulated between-subjects, whereas cue (P vs. R) was manipulated within-subjects.

Stimuli

The stimuli included 108 colored images of nameable, everyday objects taken from various online sources including Google Images (sized to 300 pixels × 300 pixels) and 108 colored images of scenes taken from Brand X Photography (sized to 800 pixels × 600 pixels). Objects were one quarter the screen size and superimposed centrally on the scenes. Objects were everyday objects, such as fruits, toys, sports balls, musical instruments, and so forth. Scenes were either outdoor landscapes (fields, beaches) or man-made areas (cities, towns, farms). No scenes included the presence of people. There were an equal number of outdoor landscapes and man-made areas to include a wide variety of scene types. Objects were equally likely to be assigned a remember or a forget instruction. Also, the object–scene pairing during encoding was randomly determined for each participant to mitigate any potential impact of semantic associations between objects and scenes. Finally, during the test phase, the selection of three objects appearing together in the test display was randomly determined, with the constraint that all three objects came from the same memory cue condition.

Procedure

The experiment was programmed using B-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, 2015). The study consisted of 108 study trials, half of which were instructed to be remembered whereas the other half were instructed to be forgotten. During the encoding phase, participants received an associative instruction ("Think about how well the object and scene go together"). Each encoding trial began with a 1-s fixation point, followed by a 2-s scene preview, where the entire scene was shown unobstructed by any objects. Afterward, an object was superimposed on that scene for 4 s. Finally, after presenting the object–scene pair, a forget or remember memory cue was shown for 2 s, indicating whether the object just presented needs to be remembered for a later test or should be forgotten. There were no more than three consecutive trials occurring with the same memory cue. When all object–scene pairings had been presented, participants received the associative recognition test.

At test, participants were told that they would be presented with three previously studied objects against a previously studied scene, and their task was to indicate which of the objects had been presented with that scene during encoding. Participants were informed they would be tested on all objects, regardless of the memory instruction. Every test trial began with a 1-s fixation cross, followed by a 2-s scene preview. Afterward, three objects were superimposed on the scene. This three-object test display terminated when the response was made, or after a maximum of 6 s. Participants made their selection by using the number keypad, where one of three numbers corresponded to one of three locations on the screen where objects were presented. Test trials ended with a 4-s probe for participants to provide a binary confidence judgment (high vs. low confidence), indicating how confident they were that the selected object was presented with that scene.2

2 Confidence judgments were collected for exploratory analyses as they would later go on to inform a series of eye-tracking studies that explored the relationship between subjective memory strengths, as assessed by confidence judgments and eye movement behavior (see Whitlock et al., 2020).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two test lures conditions; half of the participants received same lures test displays, in which target and lures were selected from the same memory instruction trials, and the other half were given switched lures test displays, in which the lures came from the opposite memory instruction trials as the target. Once an object or a scene had been used as a test item, they were never used again as another test item.

Participants were first provided six practice study and two practice test trials, to familiarize them with the procedure as well as to emphasize the use of associative information during the testing phase. Everything in the practice trials was identical to the actual procedure, with the exception of not including the DF manipulation.

Data Analysis

Statistical analyses were computed using R software (R Core Team, 2008). Recognition performance analyses were performed using mixed effects models, fitted with the glmer function in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015a, 2015b), and significance testing for coefficients was conducted using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). All follow-up analyses to significant interactions were performed using the emmeans package (Lenth et al., 2019), and alpha was corrected using Tukey’s honestly significant difference test.

Recognition accuracy on a trial-by-trial basis was fit with mixed logit regression model (i.e., Jaeger, 2008), with fixed effects of cue (F vs. R) and lures (same vs. switched) and random intercepts for participants. Correlations between random factors were not calculated to ease convergence of the models. Fixed effects were mean-centered contrast coded such that a positive value for cue reflected greater correct responses for remember than for forget, and a positive value for lures reflected greater correct responses for the switched than for the same lures condition. The models were evaluated for whether random slopes were needed for the fixed effects of cue and lures and their possible interaction. Random slopes were tested for using the mixture chi-square likelihood ratio test (Stram & Lee, 1994).

Results

Approximately 1% of trials were excluded from the analyses as participants failed to make a response within the allotted time window. The results are summarized in Figure 2.

There was a fixed effect of cue ($\beta_{\text{cue}} = .16, SE = .07, z = 2.13, p = .033$), indicating that DF instructions impaired associative recognition. The effect of lures was not significant ($\beta_{\text{lures}} = .09, SE = .18, z = .50, p = .618$). However, there was a significant Cue $\times$ Lures interaction ($\beta = -.33, SE = .15, z = 2.19, p = .029$). To follow-up the interaction, we assessed the effect of cue within lures conditions separately. In the same lures condition, participants were less likely to endorse a forget compared with remember target ($\beta_{\text{cue}} = .32, SE = .10, z = 3.05, p = .012$), demonstrating a DF effect. In contrast, in the switched lures condition, participants were no more likely to endorse a forget compared with a remember target ($\beta_{\text{cue}} < .01, SE = .10, z = .04, p = 1$), demonstrating a null DF effect.

Discussion

When associative information was explicitly encoded and could therefore be potentially impaired by DF, we observed a significant DF effect in the same lures condition, indicating that associative information was impaired on F-cued trials relative to R-cued trials. Theoretically, this pattern of findings could also arise from impaired item information, making it more difficult to recognize which scenes F-cued objects were paired with through a failure to recognize the object itself. Therefore, the switched lures condition was crucial for establishing that associative information was also impaired by DF instructions. Importantly, impairing only item information was predicted to result in the opposite pattern of accuracy on F-cued trials than if both item and associative information was impaired, as described below in Experiment 2. We note that performance levels on F-cued trials in the same lures condition were well above chance (chance performance in this task is approximately 33% and would be expected if associative information did not contribute at all).

The results in the switched lures condition more firmly establish that DF impaired associative information. Consistent with predictions, the DF effect was substantially reduced, and practically eliminated in the switched lures condition. Counterintuitively, impaired associative information of F-cued targets resulted in selecting F-cued targets more often when they were paired with R-cued lures than with F-cued lures. Additionally, recognition of R-cued targets did not improve compared with the same lures condition, indicating that participants were just as successful at recognizing the R-cued target when it was paired with F-cued lures.

We initially tested whether random slopes would contribute significantly to our mixed logit regression model by adding a random slope for the effects of cue and lures. Doing so revealed that the model was not improved by including a random slope for the effect of cue and lures, mixture $\chi^2_{2,1} = 0.02, p = .935$, and therefore no random slopes were included for the effect of cue or lures in the final model. The variance associated with the random intercept of participants was $\sigma^2 = 0.75, SD = 0.86$. 

---

Figure 2

Recognition Accuracy in Experiment 1 as a Function of DF Instruction and Lures Conditions

Note. Performance was calculated by aggregating across trials. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
compared with R-cued lures. This occurred presumably because the relative success in recognizing the R-cued target as having been studied with the test scene made it less likely to rely on correctly rejecting the lures.

**Experiment 2**

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to assess how DF affects performance in the same paradigm if we substantially downplay the encoding of associative information by implementing an orienting task that focuses attention on the object rather than the object-scene relationship. Presumably, this would allow observing a greater contribution of item information to the task, especially when items of different strength compete with each other in the test display (i.e., switched lures condition). We eliminated the practice trials which could encourage utilizing associative encoding strategies if participants were familiarized with the testing procedure, as they would be expected to be tested on memory for the object-scene relationship. In all other respects, the study and test procedures followed that of Experiment 1.

Overall, we expect accuracy to be lower compared with Experiment 1 due to weak encoding of associative information. We also expect that DF will have a greater impact on the item information, and a lesser impact on the weakly encoded associative information. That is, if there is going to be impairment of associative information between F-cued and R-cued objects, its impact is going to minimal given that associative information is expected to be minimally encoded. However, note that the same lures condition controls for item strength between the target and lures on a trial-by-trial basis, as all items in the test display were given the same DF instruction during learning. Therefore, if any associative information is spontaneously encoded and can be impaired by DF, we expect substantially less DF (if at all) in the same lures condition compared with Experiment 1.

More importantly, direct retrieval of associative information should be difficult in Experiment 2, potentially leading participants to adopt an item-based strategy when there are differences in item-strength within the test display. Therefore, in the switched lures condition, the differences in item-strength between F-cued target and R-cued lures may result in the selection of R-cued lures more often (i.e., making a false alarm). Thus, F-cued targets in the switched lures condition may be selected less often compared with F-cued targets in the same lures condition, whereas R-cued targets in the switched lures condition may be selected more often compared with R-cued targets in the same lures condition. The net result is that the magnitude of the DF effect in the switched lures condition will be greater than in the same lures condition because recognition of the F-cued targets will decrease, and recognition of the R-cued targets may increase.

**Method**

**Participants and Sample Size**

Participants were 108 undergraduate students from the University of Illinois who received course credit for participation. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and complied with APA ethical standards in the treatment of participants. All participants gave informed consent prior to inclusion in the study. The sample size decisions were determined similarly to the previous experiment.

**Stimuli**

The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1.

**Procedure**

The procedure was identical to Experiment 1, with two exceptions. First, participants were given an Item-emphasis instruction ("Think about whether the object can fit inside a shoebox"), and second, practice trials were dropped to avoid participants adopting an associative encoding strategy.

**Data Analysis**

The analytic plan was similar to Experiment 1.

**Results**

Overall, participants failed to make a response on approximately 2% of trials, and therefore these trials were excluded from all analyses. Recognition accuracy on a trial-by-trial basis was fit using a mixed logit regression model using cue (R vs. F) and lures (same vs. switched) as fixed effects, and random intercepts for participants. The results are summarized in Figure 3. There was an effect of cue ($\beta_{cue} = .04$, $SE = .07$, $z = 3.73$, $p < .001$), indicating an overall DF effect. The effect of lures was not significant ($\beta_{lures} = -.04$, $SE = .12$, $z = .29$, $p = .770$). There was also a significant Cue × Lures interaction ($\beta = .29$, $SE = .14$, $z = 2.09$, $p = .037$). To follow-up the interaction, we assessed the effect of cue within each lures condition separately. In the switched lures condition, there was a significant DF effect ($\beta_{cue} = .41$, $SE = .10$, $z = 4.11$, $p < .001$). In contrast, there was no DF effect in the same lures condition ($\beta_{cue} = .12$, $SE = .10$, $z = 1.17$, $p = .249$).

**Discussion**

As predicted, overall performance was lower in Experiment 2 compared with Experiment 1, indicating that the item-emphasis instruction downplayed the encoding of associative information. Additionally, there were many missed responses in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1, further highlighting the increased difficulty in completing the task when associative information is downplayed at encoding. We expected that DF would primarily impair item information because the latter was the focus of encoding and was highly available. However, if DF impaired item information, such impairment should not be detected in the same lures condition where items of the same strength appear together and do not compete with each other (they were all F-cued items, or all R-cued items, but never mixed). Some degree of associative information was nevertheless spontaneously encoded as

4 We initially tested whether random slopes would contribute significantly to our mixed logit regression model by adding a random slope for the effects of cue and lures. Doing so revealed the model was significantly improved, mixture $\chi^2_{1} = 11.09$, $p = .002$, indicating the effects of cue and lures varied across participants. The variance associated with random effect of participants was $\sigma^2 > 0.00$, $SD > 0.00$. The variance associated with the random slope of cue was $\sigma^2 = 0.04$, $SD = 0.21$, and the variance associated with the random slope of Lures was $\sigma^2 = 1.15$, $SD = 1.07$. 
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Figure 3
Recognition Accuracy in Experiment 2 as a Function of DF Instruction and Lures Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forget</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remember</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Lures</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switched Lures</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Performance was calculated by aggregating across trials. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

evidenced by above chance overall performance levels in Experiment 2, replicating other findings in the literature demonstrating incidental encoding of associative information (Hockley & Cristi, 1996; Jou, 2010). Therefore, such information could potentially be impaired by DF, although we had expected that in the same lures condition, the magnitude of DF effect (if observed at all) would be smaller than in Experiment 1. Consistent with our predictions, there was no significant DF effect in the same lures condition in Experiment 2. Minimizing the extent to which associative information was encoded resulted in approximately equal rates of retrieving the scene information from memory on both F-trials and R-trials, and thus equal rates of associative recognition accuracy. That is, participants could also use the objects (item information) to help retrieve the scene information (associative information) in order to decide which scene that object was studied with during encoding. Doing so would aid in either target selection or lure rejection (via a "recall-to-reject"-like process).

In contrast, there was a sizable DF effect in the switched lures condition. F-cued targets were selected often in the switched lures than the same lures condition. This was due to both increased item-familiarity of R-cued objects compared with F-cued objects, as well as difficulty rejecting the R-cued lures, leading participants to false-alarm more on R-cued lures compared with F-cued lures. R-cued targets were also selected more often in the switched lures than the same lures condition, presumably again due to increased item-familiarity of R-cued objects compared with F-cued objects. Thus, the switched lures condition was critical in establishing how impaired item information contributed to the observed findings. Overall, Experiment 2 revealed a pattern of results that were the opposite of those observed in Experiment 1, demonstrating that impaired item information produces a qualitatively different set of outcomes from impaired associative information (especially when associative information is well encoded).

Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, we used a sequential testing procedure in order to assess the status of associative information based on whether item memory was retained. Participants studied objects-scene pairs in a manner similar to Experiment 1. Following encoding, they were tested using a sequential testing procedure in which they were first given an item recognition test on the object (old/new), and immediately after received an associative recognition test on the same trial. The associative test on that trial presented a scene along with that object. The novel approach of this sequential testing procedure is that it allows conditionalizing associative recognition on memory for individual items. By conditionalizing associative recognition outcomes on item memory outcomes on a trial-by-trial basis, on both correct and incorrect trials, item recognition is being held constant, and therefore any outcome that occurs on F-cued trials should also occur on R-cued trials if DF does not impair associative information. This approach allows directly observing the impact of retained or failed memory for an object on subsequent associative memory between that object and its original studied scene.

IF DF in associative recognition is obtained (for intact pairs) when conditionalized upon correct recognition of object, such findings would indicate that DF impaired associative information for F-cued objects independent of memory for the object, because despite item recognition being held constant across F-cued and R-cued conditions, the final associative test nonetheless shows worse accuracy for the F-cued than the R-cued condition. This would provide strong evidence for the impairment of associative information that is not a downstream effect of item impairment. If DF in associative recognition is obtained (for intact pairs) when the object was not recognized in the item test, this would suggest that despite forgetting the object on both F-cued and R-cued trials, F-trials did not benefit as much as R-cued trials by reinstating the originally studied scenes with the object. Therefore, obtaining a DF effect in intact pairs regardless of whether memory for the item comprising the pair was retained would provide strong support for DF impairment of associative information. In contrast, if DF manipulation only impairs item information and this is sufficient to explain associative recognition impairment without assuming that associative information was impaired, then on the trials when the item is correctly recognized (which would imply that DF was not successful on that trial, and presumably did not impair that item's memory), we should not observe DF in associative recognition.

Method

Participants and Sample Size

Participants were 42 undergraduates from the University of Illinois who were compensated with course credit for their participation. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign and complied with APA ethical standards in the treatment of participants. All participants gave informed consent prior to inclusion in the study.

The estimated sample size was based on an a priori analysis aimed at testing an interaction between cue (R vs. F) and item accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) in repeated-measures ANOVA. Because both factors were varied within-subjects, 32 participants were needed to detect a small size interaction at power equal to .80, with \( \alpha = .05 \) (two-tailed). Although we subsequently implemented multilevel modeling, our sample size should be sufficient.
for detecting such interaction in these analyses due to the increased power in multilevel models (Brysbaert & Stevens, 2018).

Stimuli

The stimuli were the same as in the previous experiments, but they were supplemented with additional 180 objects and 160 scenes selected from the same sources as Experiment 1. Objects were equally likely to be assigned a remember or a forget instruction. Object–scene pairing during encoding was randomly determined for each participant to mitigate any potential impact of semantic associations between objects and scenes.

Procedure

The details of the procedure are shown in Figure 4. The encoding task was identical to Experiment 1, where participants were instructed to think of how well the object and scene went together, and consisted of 120 study trials, with 60 F-cued and 60 R-cued object–scene pairs. The test phase consisted of 120 test trials and included a sequential testing procedure, where on each trial, participants first made an item recognition judgment, immediately followed by an associative recognition judgment involving that same object. Participants were informed that they would see some old and some new objects, with old objects being comprised of R-cued and F-cued objects, and they were told to endorse any object they remember studying previously, regardless of the memory instruction (old/new item recognition test). The test included 60 old objects (30 F-cued and 30 R-cued objects) mixed with 60 new objects. Test trials began with a fixation point for 1 s, followed by an object for 6 s. After participants made their old/new item recognition judgment, immediately after they went on to see that same object presented on a background test scene for 6 s, where they made an associative recognition judgment regarding whether the object was studied with the background test scene, regardless of whether they indicated the object was old. Participants were told that they would first make a judgment about whether the item was studied and then be presented with that object superimposed on a scene and they were to indicate whether the object and scene were paired during the study phase or if they were not paired in the study phase. During the associative recognition task, 20 old objects (20 F-cued and 20 R-cued) were presented with their originally studied background scenes (intact pairs), and 20 old objects (10 F-cued and 10 R-cued) were presented with background scenes that were studied with other objects that were given the same memory instruction (rearranged pairs). Additionally, 20 new objects were presented with studied background scenes, half of which were studied with F-cued, the other half with R-cued, objects (novel F–R pairs), as well as 40 new objects presented with new background scenes (novel pairs).

Data Analysis

Statistical analyses were computed similar to Experiment 1. Item recognition accuracy was fit using a mixed logit regression model using item type (R-cued vs. F-cued vs. novel) as a fixed effect, participants as a random intercept, and a random slope for item type.\(^5\) Associative recognition accuracy of intact, rearranged, and novel pairs was assessed by fitting a mixed logit regression model to the data of old responses in the associative recognition phase, using cue (R-cued vs. F-cued), pair (intact vs. rearranged vs. novel), and object accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) as fixed effects, random intercepts for participants, and random slopes for cue, pair, object accuracy.\(^6\) Fixed effects were mean centered contrast coded and were coded such that a positive value for cue reflected greater correct responses for remember than for forget, and a positive value for pair reflected a larger proportion of old responses for intact than rearranged and novel pairs and a positive value for object accuracy reflected a greater proportion of correct than incorrect responses for item recognition. The models were evaluated for whether random slopes were needed for the fixed effects of cue, pair, and object accuracy, plus their interactions. Random slopes were tested for using the mixture chi-square likelihood ratio test (Stram & Lee, 1994).

Results

Item Recognition

Overall, participants failed to make a response on less than 1% of trials.

Participants successfully correctly rejected new items, and accuracy was above chance for all three types of test items. The mixed logit regression model revealed significant differences between item types; namely, participants were more likely to endorse studied R-cued objects as old than F-cued objects (\(\beta_{\text{phan type}} = 1.27, SE = 19, z = 6.77, p < .001\)), indicating a DP effect in item recognition. The results are summarized in Figure 5.

Associative Recognition

There was an effect of pair (\(\beta_{\text{pair}} = 1.29, SE = 2.47, z = 2.47, p = .013\)), indicating a greater proportion of old responses for intact than rearranged pairs, which in turn was greater for rearranged than novel pairs. There was an effect of object accuracy (\(\beta_{\text{object}} = .36, SE = .16, z = 2.31, p = .021\)), indicating a greater proportion of old responses on trials when participants correctly recognized the object compared with when they did not. Critically, the pair and object accuracy interaction was significant (\(\beta = 3.73, SE = .33, z = 11.43, p < .001\)), indicating the proportion of old responses varied across the pair type as a function of whether participants correctly recognized the object on that trial. To follow-up the interaction, we analyzed the effects of cue and object accuracy within each type of pair separately.

Intact Pairs. There was an effect of cue (\(\beta_{\text{cues}} = .55, SE = .25, z = 2.14, p = .032\)), indicating an overall DP effect—participants\(^5\)

\(^5\) We first tested for whether a random slope for the fixed effect of item type would contribute significantly to the model. Doing so revealed that the model was improved by including a random slope for the effect of item type, mixture \(\chi^2_{1,0} = 51.41, p < .001\). Therefore, we included a random slope for the fixed effect of item type in the model. The variance associated with random intercept for participants was \(\sigma^2 = .73, SD = .76\), and the variance associative with the random slope for item type was \(\sigma^2 = 1.02, SD = 1.01\).

\(^6\) A likelihood ratio test revealed that including random slopes for the effects of pair type, object accuracy, and cue significantly contributed to the model, mixture \(\chi^2_{1,0} = 211.22, p < .001\), and therefore, we included a random slope for the effects of pair, object accuracy, and cue were included in the final model. The variance associated with random intercept for participants was \(\sigma^2 = 2.75, SD = 1.66\), the variance associative with the random slope for cue was \(\sigma^2 = .07, SD = .04\), the variance associative with the random slope for pair was \(\sigma^2 = 1.43, SD = 2.05\), the variance associative with the random slope for object accuracy was \(\sigma^2 = 0.46, SD = 0.68\).
Figure 4
Design and Procedures for Experiment 3

![Design and Procedures for Experiment 3](image)

Note. Participants are first presented object–scene pairings at encoding, each object followed by a memory instruction to either remember or forget that object. At test, participants are initially presented with either a previously studied or a novel object for a yes/no item recognition test, immediately followed by an associative recognition test in which they made a judgment regarding whether that same object was studied with a background scene that was either old or new. Old objects were presented with either their originally studied scene (intact pair), or a scene that was previously presented with another studied object that was given the same memory instruction (rearranged pair). New objects were presented with either a scene that was previously studied with old objects, equally studied with R-cued and F-cued objects (novel F–R pairs), or a novel scene (novel pairs). See the online article for the color version of this figure.

Figure 5
Proportion of “Old” Responses in the Item Recognition Task for Experiment 3 as a Function of Item Type (Remember vs. Forget vs. Novel)

![Proportion of “Old” Responses](image)

Note. Performance was calculated by aggregating across trials. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

Discussion

The sequential testing procedure used in Experiment 3 assessed two separate predictions regarding the effect of DF, namely whether it impairs only item information or whether it also impairs associative information. If only item information is impaired, a DF effect in intact pairs was expected to emerge when aggregating across all trials (which is the typical approach in the published literature). Failing to recognize more F-cued than R-cued objects due to DF impairment of item information could result in worse associative memory for F-cued than R-cued intact pairs. Note that a DF effect in intact pairs is also expected if DF additionally...
Figure 6
Proportion of “Old” Responses for Intact Pairs in Experiment 3 as a Function of DF Instructions

Intact Pairs

<table>
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<tr>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>

Note. Overall accuracy is displayed in the left panel; accuracy conditionalized on correct and incorrect item recognition is displayed in the middle and right panels. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

impairs associative information. Consistent with previous research, we obtained DF effect in intact pairs. The critical difference between the item-only impairment and item-plus-associative impairment comes from the results that conditionalized associative recognition outcomes on memory for the object on a trial-by-trial basis.

There should be no DF effect for intact pairs on trials with preserved object memory if only item information is impaired by DF. In contrast, there should be a DF effect for intact pairs on trials with preserved object memory if associative information is also impaired by DF. Our results are consistent with impaired associative information. On trials with preserved object memory, F-cued intact pairs were recognized less often than R-cued intact pairs, demonstrating DF impairment of associative information that did not result from impaired item information. On trials with impaired object memory, presenting the forgotten object onto its originally studied background scene is likely to improve the chances of recognizing them as having been studied together, via a context-reinforcement effect. The question is whether this benefit in memory would be similar between F-cued and R-cued intact pairs. If only item information is impaired, we would not expect a DF effect for intact pairs. However, if associative information is also impaired, we expected a DF effect for intact pairs. Indeed, we obtained a DF effect in intact pairs on trials with impaired object memory. In other words, despite a failure to recognize both F-cued and R-cued objects, presenting those objects on their originally studied background scenes was less likely to improve recognition of F-cued compared with R-cued intact pairs, further implicating DF impairment of associative information. Overall, we obtained a DF effect for intact pairs regardless of memory for the object. Note that there were more correct item recognition trials contributing to the associative recognition procedure than incorrect item recognition trials because accuracy for object recognition was above chance in both R-cued and F-cued conditions. Therefore, we interpret the results based on incorrect item recognition with caution due to fewer number of trials in that condition.

Rearranged pairs, however, produced a null DF effect in rearranged pairs, consistent with previous literature (e.g., Hockley et al., 2016; see also Kelley & Wixted, 2001). Equivalent accuracy between F-cued and R-cued intact pairs could have resulted from two processes, item familiarity and associative retrieval, that worked in opposition to each other. Whereas item familiarity would have led participants to endorse R-cued rearranged pairs as old more often than F-cued rearranged pairs, retrieval of scene information would have been more successful for R-cued than F-cued rearranged pairs. If these opposing processes affected performance on R-cued rearranged pairs equally, it would lead to equivalent false alarm rates between F-cued and R-cued rearranged pairs. Note that the null DF was obtained regardless of memory for the object. Failure to recognize the object improved accuracy for rearranged pairs as participants were more likely to correctly reject the pair after saying “no” to the item, and this was equally true for both F-cued and R-cued trials. This indicates that despite a DF effect in object recognition, R-cued rearranged pairs were no more likely to be recognized than F-cued rearranged pairs.

New objects were easier to correctly reject when presented with complete novel scenes as opposed to old scenes, whereas no differences were obtained between old F-cued novel and R-cued novel scenes. Thus, old scenes produced more false alarms, reducing associative recognition accuracy for R-cued novel and F-cued novel pairs equally, compared with novel pairs. These differences occurred regardless of memory for the object. Additionally, associative recognition of novel pairs benefited from correct rejection of new objects, as evidenced by higher accuracy on trials with accurate memory for the object. Overall, associative recognition...
accruage benefited when the scene was novel compared with studied, as well as when participants correctly rejected the novel object.

Note that that there were fewer trials involving rearranged and novel pairs than intact pairs. Nevertheless, the null DF effect obtained with rearranged pairs in Experiment 3 confirms previous findings in the literature, with Hockley et al. (2016) reporting a null DF with rearranged pairs, and Kelley and Wixted (2001) reporting a null effect between strong and weak rearranged pairs. Importantly, the focus of this investigation was on the results from the intact pairs.

To summarize, the results from Experiment 3 suggest that in addition to DF instructions impairing memory for individual items, they also impair memory for the association between items and their studied context. Conditionalizing associative memory on...
item memory outcomes separated DF impairment of associative information from item impairment. Doing so revealed impaired memory for F-cued intact pairs was not simply the effect of forgetting F-cued objects more often than R-cued objects, as would be the case if DF impaired only item information. Critically, correctly recognizing the objects nevertheless resulted in failure to recognize those objects as having been studied with their original background scenes more, and this was truer for the F-cued objects than R-cued objects. This latter finding was critical in demonstrating DF impairment of associative information in intact pairs despite accurate memory for the object. Finally, inaccurate object memory also led to recognizing the F-cued intact pair less often than the R-cued intact pair, further implicating DF impairment of associative information regardless of memory for the object overall. Collectively, the results provide strong support for the independent impairment of associative information by DF.

General Discussion

Plenty of studies have firmly established that DF impairs item information (in item-method DF studies). However, the impact of DF on associative information has received less rigorous attention in the literature. A handful of studies obtained DF in associative memory, consistent with the notion that DF impaired associative memory. However, such impairment can also be explained by item impairment. Failure to recognize an item is likely to result in difficulty recognizing the context in which that item was encountered. Because F-cued items are forgotten more often than R-cued items, this could potentially result in impaired associative recognition. Our goal was to use a novel associative recognition memory paradigm (Experiment 1 and 2) along with a novel testing approach (Experiment 3) to dissociate associative impairment from item impairment arising from DF.

In the first two experiments, the test contained the target object and two previously studied lures, presented simultaneously along with the background scene. This set up presents the intact and rearranged pairs simultaneously. This means that the associative information for the target can be directly retrieved, and/or the associative information of lures can be retrieved and used to reject them. Note that rejecting the lures can facilitate selection of the target, even if its associative information was less retrievable. When the target and the lures come from the same memory instruction, the item and associative strength is controlled within the test display. However, when the target and lures come from the opposite memory instruction, the test intentionally confounds the item strength and associative strength and demonstrates a different pattern of results that arise from DF impairment of item and associative information.

In Experiment 1, where associative encoding was made explicit, we observed a DF effect in the same lures condition, consistent with the notion of impaired associative information. Given that item strength within the same lures condition is equated within each cue condition, impaired performance in the F-condition compared with R-condition can arise primarily from the differences in the amount of associative information between the cue conditions. Undoubtedly impaired item information in the F-condition could contribute to difficulty retrieving associative information for FTargets, but we note that performance levels were well above chance, indicating that the differences between the two cue conditions are more likely to reflect the impaired associative information than item information. Importantly, in the switched lures condition, we obtained a null DF effect, which we interpret to be the result of impaired associative information. Specifically, R-lures were more successfully rejected than F-lures due to greater associative strength of R-lures linking them to their originally studied context. Considering the task involves identifying which scenes the objects were studied with, greater associative strength of the lures increases the likelihood of identifying them as having been studied with other scenes, and thus benefiting selection of the target. Therefore, the switched lures condition further establishes that DF impairs associative information beyond impairing item information.

In Experiment 2, where associative information was downplayed during encoding, we did not obtain a DF effect in the same lures condition. Note that this is the opposite of what was observed in Experiment 1. Minimizing the encoding of associative information meant that it was relatively scarce, even in the R-condition. Because the task relies on associative information, and the same lures condition controls for item strength within each test trial, identifying the target was likely to be equally difficult on both F- and R-trials. In the switched lures condition, we obtained substantial DF (the opposite of what was observed in Experiment 1), although we interpret this to be mainly the result of item differences between F-cued and R-cued objects. The weakly encoded associative information was likely to make rejection of lures more difficult than in Experiment 1. Greater item familiarity of R-cued compared with F-cued objects meant that R-cued targets were endorsed more often, whereas F-cued targets were selected less often, than in the same lures condition.

The crucial difference between Experiments 1 and 2 was therefore the strength of associative encoding, which resulted in the opposite pattern of DF among the lures conditions. Specifically, the null DF effect in switched lures of Experiment 1 was the result of impaired associative information of F-cued objects, whereas the substantial DF effect in the switched lures of Experiment 2 was the result of impaired item information when associative information was weakly encoded. By dissociating item from associative impairment using the switched lures condition, we demonstrated associative information was impaired, and was not the downstream effect of item impairment.

In Experiment 3, we used a novel testing procedure, where item memory was assessed first, followed by associative memory for a pair involving the same item. This allowed conditioning associative memory outcomes on memory for the object, which provided evidence of associative impairment by DF. Specifically, we obtained a DF effect in intact pairs regardless of whether memory for the object was retained or not. The finding that on correct object identification trials, F-cued intact pairs were recognized less often than R-cued intact pairs, meant that despite recognizing the object, associative information involving that object was impaired by DF. On incorrect object identification trials, F-cued intact pairs were also recognized less often than R-cued intact pairs, meaning that despite failure to recognize the objects, R-cued objects benefited from being paired with its originally studied context more so than F-cued objects, again implicating DF impairment of associative information.

The net result of the current studies were multiple dissociations of item and associative impairment, enhancing our understanding
of how DF impacts associative information specifically. Collectively, our results clarify and extend previous findings in the literature documenting impaired associative recognition in item-method DF (Bancroft et al., 2013; Hockley et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). The unique contribution of the current set of studies is that the various manipulations across three experiments permitted us to dissociate the contributions of item and associative information to associative recognition performance, and to isolate and identify the impairing effect of DF on associative information.

The finding that DF impairs associative memory is important because it indicates that our intention to forget information is likely to have an effect on memory for other details associated with that information (i.e., context), independent of the central event one is aiming to forget. This suggests an intriguing new mechanism that has not been entertained in the item-method DF literature (although it is a widely accepted mechanism in the list-method DF literature), namely that forgetting or distorting away from the contextual information surrounding the event can potentially aid and enable intentional forgetting. To the extent that we can forget contextual information that may serve as retrieval cues, DF may be more successful. The context change mechanism is one of the fundamental interpretations for how list-method DF occurs (e.g., Sahakyan & Kelley, 2002), and the current studies suggest that this mechanism may be extended also to item-method DF studies. This in no way implies a purely retrieval-based interpretation of item-method DF, as plenty of research has firmly established the role of impaired encoding. Nevertheless, our findings go well with recent advances in multinominal modeling that disentangle encoding and retrieval components of memory effects. A series of studies deploying multinominal modeling have consistently demonstrated that impaired memory of F-cued items is driven by impaired retrieval (in addition to impaired encoding of F-cued items), thereby suggesting that DF does not merely reflect a failure to encode information, but that it is also driven by retrieval factors (Rümmel et al., 2016; Marevic & Rümmel, 2018; Marevic et al., 2018). Whereas a number of studies have shown context reinstatement to be of equivalent magnitude between R-cued and F-cued words (Burgess et al., 2017; Taylor & Hamm, 2018); Hourihan et al. (2007) observed an effect of context reinstatement for F-cued, but not R-cued, words, implicating a differential role of context impairment as a result of DF instructions. The importance of identifying how DF impacts associative information becomes paramount, considering that we do not encounter information in a vacuum; it always occurs in some context. Thus, understanding the role of context in intentional forgetting provides a richer account of the factors producing impaired memory in item-method DF, and future research could be aimed at understanding how contextual or associative factors contribute to the impairment of item memory.
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